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EARTHQUAKE WEATHER
Without warning, a rupture
Written by Alison Green

I.
I hear on the radio that it is earthquake weather.
Earthquake weather in Los Angeles means hazy and congested,
means thick clots of heat, means I stand in the middle of my
backyard watching the tree branches dance in the hot breeze.
I remember your hot breath on the back of my neck in the
middle of the night, remember slow dancing sock-footed while
the salmon burned on the stove, remember wanting to get
close enough to fall forward into you, to climb inside of you.
Your sharp jaw carves a half circle into my midsection, the soft
dip of your upper lip guts me. There is nothing we can do but
wait. Dogs bark. My roommate says she can lend me some of
her Xanax. My
dad says to keep
at least a halftank of gas in my
car. People say
it’s earthquake
weather when the
air crackles with
velvety stillness
and the sun pours
down like hot
black coffee, but
the truth is, there
is no weather
below the earth’s
surface. We
have no way
of knowing.
We don’t know
whose fault it is.
We didn’t listen.
I sleep with
tennis shoes on.
I go to a friend’s
art opening
downtown and
look up the
entire time, an
emergency kit
hidden in my
purse. The hairs
on the back of
my arm stand
at attention. My
roommate and
I crunch antiacids like candy.
You wake me
at five in the
morning with your hardness; fuck me facing the bare white
wall. We fuck like two people swimming furiously in different
directions. I remember looking at you years ago, talking fast
about something in a dark bar in San Francisco, and thinking,
this man knows everything, and this man loves me. In my
dreams, the earth swallows me up and all I can hear is glass
shattering. I get very drunk and call you eight times. You do not
pick up. LA is a dry rattling cough. LA is that cottony taste in
your mouth when you wake up hungover with your phone in
your hand. We sit in silence on the 210, the lights downtown
winking at us, my stomach slicing into shoelaces of bitterness,
tying itself into knots. Your mouth is a long line. I loved you.
I loved you so much I took a pregnancy test in the bathroom
of a Mediterranean restaurant in Berkeley and thought, if I’m
pregnant, maybe we’ll keep it. I forget the rest. There’s nothing
we can do but wait. The earthquake will unzip California down
its dry, knobby spine, tectonic plates rubbing together like
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rolling your shoulders back after a long day, like saying out loud
what you are scared to admit to yourself, like finally: relief.
II.
Nothing happens. The air is violently calm. Every moment
feels big, like it could be the moment right before. My thoughts
spiral like tracing thick circles with a black Sharpie. I ignore my
dad’s calls. I read that animals can sense an earthquake seconds,
minutes, even days before it arrives; dogs howling and running
in circles, cats leaping out of windows, ants abandoning their
mounds, toads swarming the streets like a biblical plague. Every
time my dogs bark, I wonder what they’re trying to tell me. I buy
an earthquake kit off of
Amazon for thirty dollars
and place it outside
my bedroom door
ceremoniously. Before a
big earthquake, people
report hearing a sound
like a freight train, a low
frequency vibration that
rips right through the
atmosphere. I forgive
you because I don’t want
us to be fighting when
it happens. Disaster
bleaches everything
black and white. Some
people get headaches
or hear ringing in
their ears just before
an earthquake hits,
their bodies somehow
sensitive to stress in the
earth’s crust, like when
you press your palm
against hot concrete and
feel it hum. You get so
drunk off martinis at the
Roosevelt that you fall in
the David Hockney pool
and the security guard
has to fish you out. You
get so drunk at my friend
Bertie’s wedding that
you chain smoke with
the caterers during the
ceremony and fall asleep
on a bench. Sometimes
you ask me to leave in
the middle of the night,
your voice small and sharp, two rocks rubbing together. When
I pretend to be asleep, you sleep in your car. I feel like I am
building a case. I feel like I am waiting for a sign. The pop of a
starter pistol that tells me to go. Sometimes it is less clear: the
long loneliness of your naked back in bed, the record clicking
in the background, needing to be flipped over, the clenched jaw
of your silence. My left ear starts ringing off and on. I go to the
ear doctor and he is shocked by my tears, fumbling to hand me
a latex glove to wipe my eyes. He says it could be stress. He says
sometimes your mind gets sick like your body.
Later that week I accidentally carve a half moon into my
right thumb with a rusty can opener while opening a can of
tomatoes for sauce. It all happened very quickly: a fleshy knot of
pain, and then I felt too stunned to move. My thumb smeared
with blood like a leering, punched-out smile. How can there
even be that much blood in a finger? Wrapped in a dishtowel,
my thumb throbs like a miniscule heartbeat. In Italy and Japan,

people report feeling phantom quakes for weeks after big
earthquakes, their minds feverish with landlocked seasickness.
Your motor cortex, the corner of your brain that adjusts when
you miss a step or make an unpredictable movement, goes
haywire, neurons lighting up like kids playing in the street with
fireworks. It can’t predict when it will happen again, so it goes
into vigilant overdrive searching for signs that it is. Isn’t it better
to think the earth is always shifting beneath your feet than to be
swallowed up by it again?
The trick to the tomato sauce I was making is to leave it
alone. Put one can of tomatoes, a thick block of butter, and half
an onion face down in a pan, and leave it alone to simmer for
forty-five minutes. Don’t even stir it. This will be hard, especially
for someone who presses bruises and pulls hangnails. The first
time I made this sauce with you, we got drunk while we waited
and ate forkfuls straight out of the pan, spattering red stains all
over the white walls. The key to the sauce is to walk away. Leave
the room. My sick brain understands the concept of phantom
quakes, but some other part of me, stubborn as a toddler, sitting
in the basement of my mind watching home movies of the last
five years, can’t stop thinking it’s the real thing.
III.
When it finally happens, it will not be as bad as everyone
thought. It will not happen in the middle of the night. It will
not happen at the exhausted crescendo of a screaming match.
It will not happen when anyone expects it to. Try to remember
that there was no way to prevent it, that everyone said it was
long overdue. It will happen in the car on the way back from
a friend’s beach house in Redondo. My feet are crusted with
sand and the backs of my thighs are prickling spastically, the
warning sign of a bad sunburn. Our leftover seafood from

lunch is packed in a Styrofoam box in my lap. You will not look
at me. I could have sighed and looked out the window. I could
have turned on the radio. Instead, I ask you what’s wrong.
We’re inching forward in late Sunday afternoon traffic, sunlight
glaring off the asphalt of the freeway. In a pinched voice, you say,
I can’t do this anymore. You sound like someone is strangling
you. My left ear is ringing. I met you five years ago at a party
in college. I went home with you but wouldn’t let you take off
my underwear. I gave you my phone number but didn’t text
you back, and then we ran into each other in the street and
you walked me home. When I was younger, everything felt like
a sign. The whole world, pulsating and neon-lit. The earth was
solid beneath my feet. Why couldn’t I leave you? I say this out
loud and then repeat it.
I look out the window at the blue smear of ocean. You wipe
your eyes behind your sunglasses. I stare hard at the Styrofoam
box in my lap, the raised letters that spell out thank you. I feel
like I have to do something terrible, like kill someone or keep
a horrible secret, when all I have to do is keep waking up, keep
washing my face, keep boiling water for coffee, keep going—just
without you. When it finally happens, when it all collapses so
easily like something sick that had never been strong, what will
surprise you the most, standing in the rubble, is the silence.
The slow exhale of it, the long black canyon of it, how easily
you settle into sadness like a swamp, how shamelessly the world
goes on. Maybe I knew I would never leave the room. Maybe
I was waiting for this all along. Wispy streaks of pink muddle
the sky as the sun starts to set. It will be weeks before I realize
that every ending is a beginning. I sit on my trembling hands.
My heart hammers in my ears: a throbbing paper cut, an empty
elevator, three baby birds with mouths wide open. It doesn’t
matter whose fault it is. We fucked it all up. I forget the rest.

BOTTLE SERVICES
That which can’t be mended
Written by Bill DiDonna

So how did this happen? Oh right—we were driving, then
the trucks. Two trucks. On the mountain road. I had jumped off
the A8 and was racing down the A500 towards the sea. We were
in a rental car, heading to Monte Carlo to hit the casino, and if
my luck held, have a nice dinner at Louis XV. Well obviously my
luck didn’t hold.
She doesn’t even crack a smile.
I came around the bend and saw the truck. Possibly full
of office furniture. I made the split second decision to pass
instead of hitting the brakes. I was halfway past the Semi when
the other truck came around the bend. Italian, cheese, I think.
I remember his horn screaming while my own little Peugeot
horn let out a little bleep. That’s it. Explosion maybe? Not sure.
The driver could have done the gentlemanly thing and swerved
into the other truck, sending them both down towards the
Mediterranean in a ball of flame, but it seems a little late for
what-ifs.
Have you seen my flask? No? Pity. Calvados, Christian
Drouin, V.S.O.P. Almost full.
You know, there wasn’t that moment, the one you see at the
movies. Drifting above the scene while the rescue men work
on you, feeling tranquil, beatific smile, that sort of thing. In all
honesty I feel neither light nor tranquil, I’m actually kind of
itchy, which I have to say comes as a bit of a shock. I feel worst
about Mollie. Any chance I’m going to bump into her? It’s going
to be a hell of an apology.
She’s not here.
Of course not, much better person than I. Me? Well you
get it. Raw deal for her, one poor decision and poof, it’s all over.
The thing is, it hadn’t been going well. The bickering started
in Lisbon and then there was the blowup in Biarritz. Honestly
I don’t know why I thought this trip was going to fix anything.
You know what they say.
Silencio.

Everywhere you go, there you are.
Silencio más.
We were a disaster in LA. It was falling apart at the seams
and I was desperate to patch things up. The smart thing to do
would have been to pack it in, we were clearly past our sell-by
date, but, I don’t know, maybe I was scared of change, of being
alone. So it was me that suggested a jaunt through Europe.
Change of scenery, seven weeks without any of her idiot friends.
New perspective and all that. But neither of us could stop the
nitpicking, the passive aggression and, truth be told, that night,
I guess it’s tonight, we were in an all out screaming match in the
car.
I could probably blame the whole thing on her, but I
assume there is someone around who knows the truth.
There’s you.
I mean, besides me. Someone who would look at the
whole thing with an unjaundiced eye and make the final call.
Am I going to meet people or deities or whatnot. I would quite
like to spend some time with Jack Kennedy—always been a
big fan. I take his dance card must be pretty full. I mean, you
drive through France and every town has a Kennedy boulevard,
uncanny really. Oh, and my family of course, you know, in due
time.
What will you miss most?
Jesus that’s a loaded question. Sorry, I guess I need to
tone down the swearing. Miss most? Am I supposed to go with
sunrises on the beach? The laughter of children? A well-sung
aria?
I’ll tell you what I’m really going to miss for real. The
warm embrace of a well made Blanton’s Single Barrel Old
Fashioned all alone in a dark bar in the afternoon. The sound
of a poorly opened Champagne cork popping out and hitting
the chandelier while the incipient foam from the Krug ’89
seeps into the carpet. Walking through the snow in Iwate to
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taste Hiroko Yokosawa’s epic Moon Ring Sake. It’s made from
Mochi rice. You know, until 1976, women weren’t even allowed
inside Sake breweries, and now she’s one of the best Toji in
the business. The first time I loved a martini, I remember it
as Bombay, but it could have been Beefeater, a damn fine Gin
that got me both into, and out of, plenty of scrapes back when I
was…what? Alive?
So that is what you miss most? Drinking?
A fucking lame answer I’m sure, but totally from the heart.
OK then, that is what you will be provided.
Are you serious, an eternity of drinking? A glass appears in
my hand. Is this Ardbeg? The first real Scotch I ever appreciated
brings back a lot of memories. London, long nights at Annabel’s.
My God this is wonderful.
I go to embrace her, but my arms pass right through.
So, about Mollie. Is there a chance I can see her soon? We
had our share of troubles, but the thing is, after all the bullshit, I
really did love her.
Not soon.
Ahh, so she really has ascended to some higher plane.
That’s what she always said would happen to her. Too clever by
half, if you’ve heard the expression. Always smiling that I know
something you don’t know smile that drove me mad.
When I asked her what she missed most, she said ‘being alive,’ so
I sent her back.
The glass slips from my hand and smashes. Are you fucking
kidding me? Again, apologies—I’m here baring my soul and she
just figures out some loophole?
In the hospital, Mollie opens her eyes. She is surrounded
by doctors, nurses and a priest. Where’s Bill, she asks. The priest
drops to one knee and takes her hand. No, she says, and rolls
away from him. We can see her smiling.
Well it won’t be forever, right? I mean, this is forever. Or is
it?
She shrugs.
I wonder then. Who got the better deal?

WE WERE ALMOST HOTELIERS!
A rum-drunk tale of tragedy in Havana
Written by Erin Granat

We’re driving into the jungle outside of Viñales to see about
some land, and we’re drunk. Drunk on adventure, possibility,
rum. As we rip-roar past banana plants and smoky villages, our
friend and guide Camilo, behind the wheel, explains what will
happen next.
The land has been in his family for generations. Tobacco farmers.
He is open to the future your President describes. Let him do the
talking. Drink what he’s drinking.
As he says the last part, he offers us a swig from the bottle
of rum he holds between his knees. Rum that is sweet and good
like dark honey. Back home, drinking and (literally) driving
would be concerning. But I’m not home. I’m in Cuba, a few days
after New Year’s, and I’m in love. My boyfriend Leo sits beside
me in the ’54 Buick, acting cool. He grins at me from around his
cigarette.
It’s the first week of 2016 and we’re in the “Cuban thaw,”
the first warming of relations with the U.S. in 54 years. In March,
Obama will become the first U.S. President to visit Cuba since
1928. In the same month, Diplo’s trio, Major Lazer, will play a
massive free concert, as will the Rolling Stones. Both bands
will make documentaries about it. Soon, Southwest Airlines
will offer direct flights to Havana. It’s a time of great hope and
joviality, and we are pleased with ourselves for visiting during
such a historic transition.
This was before everything that happened next. Before
American diplomats stationed in Havana experienced brain
injuries from mysterious “sonic attacks,” shutting down the U.S.
Embassy and slowing the tourism boom. Before Trump said he
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planned to “cancel” the deal Obama made that eased trade and
travel restrictions to Cuba. Before Fidel Castro died. And it was
before the fateful night in Venice Beach, a few months after our
trip to Cuba, that Leo’s life was changed forever.
****
#9) Cuba just got the internet. When Cuba decided to grant
its citizens Wi-Fi, it wasn’t in their homes, but in a select
few city parks. I found Cubans crowding park benches with
their laptops, some families bringing out their entire desktop
computers, powered by a series of extension cords, Skyping with
relatives in the States they hadn’t seen in years. There’s also an
emerging street hustle selling internet cards. Men stand on street
corners slapping the cards together like Vegas porn promoters,
whispering “in-ter-net, in-ter-net.” Toward the end of the trip I
passed by the park again. Every screen I glimpsed was open to
Facebook.
—From “17 Things That Surprised Me About Cuba” a blog
post I wrote January 24th, 2016
“Years ago it was difficult to hear our music, but here we are.
Times are changing.”
—Mick Jagger, in Spanish, to a crowd of 500,000
concertgoers, March 25th, 2016
“You go there, you feel the old cars, kinda old history and you
don’t realize there’s you know, over 10 million people and there’s
kids there and they want to be part of the world. They want to

feel like they’re part of what we’re doing and it did feel like this
was their moment.”
—Diplo, on his documentary “Give Me Future” CBS News,
November 21st, 2017
****
It began as a lark. When Camilo said he was building a
hotel here in Viñales, a few hours outside of Havana, and we
should be his investors, we all clinked glasses and wished it
could be true. Yet here we are a few days later, moved out of
our hotel to live with Camilo in the house he shares with his
parents, going to see the land he wants to break ground on.
We’ve estimated how much we both have in savings (not a
lot, but maybe enough). We’ve discussed the symbolism of
this hotel, that as young entrepreneurs our partnership could
embody the beautiful potential of this new relationship between
our two countries. All the materials for the hotel will be made by
local artisans, in fact that will be part of the appeal. There will
be a juice bar and a pool.
Before we went to Viñales, we’d been bumming around
Havana, staying up too late watching Cuban television and
(trying to) dance salsa in the sweaty clubs. We’d spent New
Year’s Eve with the host family of our casa particular, shared
their feast of chicken and pork cooked on a DIY barbeque
made out of an old propane tank, and discussed rumors the
Cuban government will soon expand the legalization of small
businesses as part of economic reforms brought on by Obama’s
thaw. At midnight, we burned scarecrow effigies with the family
in the street and shouted ¡Felicidades!, walking their dog to a
neighbor’s crumbling mansion covered in jungle, where we
played dominoes late into the night.
Rum. Salsa. Dominoes. Cars. Cigars. The charming clichés
of Cuba ever present, yet authentic. The lack of connection to
the outside world equates a culture lived unselfconsciously. Not
for tourists. Not for show.
We’d become close with Celia, the daughter of our casa
familiar, a pretty 19 year-old aspiring photographer with the
thickest hair I’d ever seen, which she used to cover up the
hickeys given by her boyfriend and true love, whom she was
in the process of moving in with. Celia took us to Fábrica de
Arte, a multilevel gallery, cinema and dance hall with some of
the wildest, most original art I’d ever seen. It was Celia who
suggested Viñales.
It’s Leo and I’s first international trip together. We want
something big to happen.
****
I know for sure
When wrapped in our
Morning-ness
I feel I could never miss
Another cold dawn with you
Waking up to turn off the AC for you
Starting the day’s adventure with you
The Santeria song
Your Spanish cute
But wrong
The night’s over
But the day’s long
—A poem I wrote to Leo on the bus from Havana to Viñales
Cuba’s economic opening has significantly lagged those
of other communist states, especially China and Vietnam.
Nevertheless, Cuban officials have worried that the number of
new entrepreneurs—including Airbnb hosts, the owners of small
restaurants and art galleries, and tour operators—was growing
too fast. In 2017, the Cuban government froze the issuance of new
business licenses.
—The Washington Post, May 11, 2018

two daughters and has recently separated from his wife, who’s
angry about his young girlfriend who lives a few towns over. He
tells us the hotel is the future he’s securing for his daughters.
He tells us he’s been praying he’ll meet investors like us—
friends first, business partners second. We want to believe him,
so we do.
The meeting. The old tobacco farmer has a magnificent
face. Deep, storytelling wrinkles and amber eyes. A red hat
tipped back. We’re at a restaurant by the sea on the other side
of the mogotes. He brought us a gift of rum, as did we, so two
bottles circle the table. We share crackers and fish served whole,
the eyes staring blankly at this unlikely conflux of souls. I can
follow most of the Spanish. The farmer is skeptical. How can
he trust us? How can he know this talk of benevolent American
influx in the news is true, after all the conflict between our
nations?
With Camilo’s help, I tell him that we are a new generation.
We have fallen in love with his country and believe a mutually
beneficial future is possible. The rum has me speaking
passionately and with conviction, if not somewhat like a
character in a movie. Leo steps in with the business brass tacks.
How much does the farmer want for the land, on which Camilo
will spearhead the building of the hotel? The number: $10,000,
with a deposit due immediately.
A quick discussion by a palm tree, conducted in whisper. I
don’t have that sort of cash, but Leo does. He’s been saving to
make a real estate investment, why not this one? Okay, maybe
I could put in next month’s rent money. We would own a hotel!
The news has been full of stories about Americans investing in
Cuba for the first time since the Mafia. We’d be like the Mafia! Is
that historically accurate? Being like the Mafia is bad? This could
easily be a scam, a bad idea, or both.
We should think about it. We should consult an attorney.
We should sober up. We do none of the above, and return to the
table ready to shake hands. The old tobacco farmer smiles.
Later, in the back of the Buick as we rattle toward Viñales
I draft a contract in my journal as Leo smokes cigarettes and
Camilo sings along to the radio. We all sign, moved to tears. We
give Camilo $1,135 for the deposit, all the extra money we have
left between us for the rest of the trip. His mother cooks us a
feast of lamb and his father tells us January 2014 was the first
time a Cuban was allowed to buy a car without a government
permit in over 50 years. An American flag, heavy with humidity,
waves on their front porch.
Twice, we miss our bus back to Havana. Camilo drives us in
the Buick instead. We pick up his girlfriend in the next town for
the drive. Her lips are painted red and she’s shy. The only thing
she says to us is that she loves the show “The Mindy Project,”
which she watches on the Paquete, an underground weekly
package of programming bought and sold on thumb drives, or,
for those who can afford them, external hard drives. She sits
right next to Camilo on the bench seat as he drives, her head
tucked into the space between his neck and shoulder.
We are sad to leave this island nation. Sad to leave the
quirks borne of necessity, like the pizza stand that gave us used
printer paper instead of napkins, a result of the overall shortage
of paper goods. Sad to not hail taxis that looks like American
Graffiti from the outside and a new Peugeot on the inside,
with only one handle to roll down every window. Sad to depart
a land that’s virtually free of advertisement, a by-product of
being a Communist country. No messages shouting at you from
billboards or bus stops. No suggestions on what to eat, think,
wear.
We are sad to leave, but we are invested now. Literally. We
have the hotel. We will be back.
****
For the first time in decades, Cubans have a president whose
last name is not Castro. But as the new president, Miguel DíazCanel Bermúdez, takes his first strides to govern an economically
distressed country that is perennially in crisis, he will do so
with a ring of Castros, and their various spouses and children,
around him. Fidel Castro died in 2016 at 90, and his eldest son,
nicknamed Fidelito, killed himself this year. But (Fidel’s brother)

****
Camilo grew up in rural Viñales, a farming village
surrounded by lush green mogotes that look like the mesas of
Sedona and “Jurassic Park.” Camilo speaks great English and
is handsome and preppy in his khakis and Oxford shirt. He has
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Raúl Castro, who stepped down on Thursday after two terms as
president, remains the leader of the Communist Party and the
head of the armed forces.
—The New York Times, April 19th, 2018
This is how the Paquete works: During the week, different
“experts” gather content for their respective verticals: music,
film, TV, Netflix, awards shows, magazines, classifieds, and so
on. The content comes from various sources: high speed Internet
for the few who have it, bootlegged copies, friends in Miami. At
any given time, three to five Paquetes will be in circulation in
Havana, produced by different people but assembled the same
way: On Thursdays, all the content aggregators gather in one
location (obviously, sending big files via email is not an option) to
upload their bounty to a single hard drive: El Paquete.
—Billboard, May 15th, 2018
In one of the film’s many laugh lines, the young man running the
Paquete says Netflix has contacted him for distribution-network
pointers. That pleases him, because he admires their business:
“Netflix is an online Paquete.”
—The Verge review of Diplo’s doc “Give Me Future,”
November 11th, 2017
****
As we came back to earth from the travel high, in which
one is eternally in the now and all things are possible, we started
having Serious Discussions.
This new relationship between America and Cuba was
shaky at best; what legal rights to the property could we really
have? Then there was the litany of ethical questions. We were
attracted to what seemed like a good deal and a good story, but
were we taking advantage of them, getting their hopes up? Were
they scamming us, or were we scamming them? Then there were
the practical questions. Why didn’t we sign the contract with the
farmer, why only with Camilo? Was Camilo taking advantage of
the farmer? Did the farmer really intend to sell his land? What
did this land even look like, and what about blueprints for the
hotel?
If it was a scam, it was an elaborate scam with a lot of
characters. Could that farmer possibly have been contacted
ahead of our drive from Viñales to pretend he was looking to
sell his farm and help Camilo swindle us out of the “deposit”
(and possibly $10,000)? Camilo’s parents would have to be in
on it, maybe even the girlfriend with the red lipstick. If it was a
scam, they were Oscar-worthy performers, because we believed
them every step of the way. It felt real.
At first, the emails from Camilo were friendly. Checking in,
expressing excitement, sharing progress on the project. Then
the emails got more frenzied, with requests to send money to a
bank account in Miami, then to another in Mexico. Leo spoke to

an attorney, who advised asking Camilo to send a photo of his
passport and the land deed, neither of which he could provide.
But he always had a valid excuse, and we wanted to believe him.
We kept returning to one little kernel of possibility, but what if
it’s real? What if deals really can be made on a handshake and
faith, good intentions and good rum? We surmised the best
thing to do was take another trip to Viñales.
Fate had other plans.
One chilly March evening in Venice Beach, Leo went down
the street from his apartment to pick up ramen. Coming home
on his skateboard, he was T-boned by a Range Rover. The SUV
drove over his legs. Twice. Both the front and back tires. His
femurs were crushed, and a vertebrae was fractured. It was no
one’s fault—just dumb luck.
The first thing he said to me when I walked into triage: “I
guess this solves the Viñales question.”
After staying all night at the ER, I went to his apartment
the next day to get him some things. He’d lit a candle before he
went to get the ramen, and it was still burning. That killed me.
He thought he’d be right back.
So sorry sister, what I can do for you? Sending lots of love. You
can count on me.
—Facebook reply from Celia when I wrote to her about the
accident (translated from Spanish)
Two surgeries and several screws and plates put Leo’s legs
back together. If you’re going to get run over by an SUV, the
femurs are the place to do it. It’s the only part of the body that
can withstand that much pressure without crushing an organ or
requiring amputation.
He was in the hospital for nearly a month. A long fever
dream best told in details. The nurses poking and prodding.
The beeping of the heart monitor. The scratchy sheets. The
bland food. The contraption his legs are pinned in to restrict
movement. The unimaginable pain. The prison of the hospital
room relieved only by pretending to be elsewhere. Somewhere
like Cuba.
We talk about what we’d seen and experienced, the details.
The unique clothes Celia wore, like the blue shirt passed back
and forth amongst her friends, one sewing on lace, another
adding sleeves. Buying new clothes wasn’t an option, but getting
creative was. How we brought beer the first night she stayed
in the new apartment with her boyfriend and they offered us a
joint, which we found out later they’d gone to great lengths to
get.
We laugh about how Leo always said Estoy barato (I’m
cheap) when he meant to say Estoy borracho (I’m drunk). About
the night in Old Havana we didn’t have enough money to pay
for dinner because we kept buying the house band shots of
rum. We talk about how the
mansion where we played
dominoes was merging with
the jungle, vines snaking
through the house, pushing
up through cracks in the
patio. We say we hope
Cuba doesn’t change too
much, now that tourism is
less restricted. We say we
must remember that’s a
self-serving gringo attitude.
Progress is good for the
Cuban people. Change is
good.
****
Land, money and business are
not important in this moment....
if you want come to Cuba for
Leo to get better I’m going
to figure out everything in a
good hospital and you can be
in a place I’m renting in Piñar
del Rio, 25 km from Viñales.
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just tell me!!! We will live together and help him get well! I’m
praying to God that everything became better to you and Leo.
A big hug I love you both very much and we will always be in
touch, I promise and in a few months or when God wants we will
make another project even better. but together like the first day.
everything will be fine.
—Camilo’s response when I emailed him about the accident
****
When we finally told Camilo we wouldn’t be pursuing the
hotel at this point, that all resources must go to Leo’s healing, he
replied that he understood. He still reached out every few weeks,
staying up on his recovery. He never asked us to send money
again. Which leaves us with the conclusion our hotel deal was
real. If all he wanted was money, he would’ve stopped writing
once he knew he wasn’t getting it.
Leo was in a wheelchair for the entire summer, then a
walker. On the one-year anniversary of the accident, we took our
second international trip to celebrate, this time to Mexico. He no
longer even needed a cane. On the trip, we had a heart-to-heart,
acknowledged we’d become more like best friends, and broke
up. We’re best friends to this day.
Often, I find myself checking in on Cuba. How have the
people fared with all the changes? The big momentum towards
a new future, the big pushback when Trump took office? I
search the Internet, a luxury I’ve had since middle school. I

read that the Cuban people now have 3G on their phones,
how on a travel blogger’s account of a recent trip to Havana,
she saw, for the first time of her many visits, young Cubans
glued to iPhones. In February 2019, a new constitution was
voted in and written with the input of every day Cubans, who
were consulted over a series of thousands of meetings. Private
property and foreign investment are protected, gay marriage is
still out.
The relationship between the U.S. and Cuba is back on
shaky ground following the bizarre, Twilight Zone-esque “sonic
attacks” in which foreign diplomats experienced crushing
headaches and dizziness that lingered for weeks, brought on
like a lightning strike in their own Havana homes, seemingly
targeted by a malevolent energetic force. An investigation into
the attacks did little to explain who was responsible or what
had even really happened, but it did lead to the CIA closing up
shop in Havana.(7) The ailment has been called the Immaculate
Concussion, Havana Syndrome, or more simply—The Thing.
It’s another twist in an ongoing saga between our two nations.
The future remains unclear.
I think often about that tobacco farmer, with the amber
eyes. His red hat and weathered hands. If you’re ever there,
beyond the mogotes of Viñales, in a tiny village by the sea, buy
him a bottle of rum. Ask if he remembers me. Ask if everything
that happened was true.

THEIR LAND

Dispatches from queer communities in Trump country
Written by Michael Podell

Charleston, WV:
The line at the coffee shop snaked all the way to the door,
but no one seemed in too much of a rush. Behind the counter
a handful of neon-haired, pierced, tattooed baristas shuffled
around; a handwritten chalkboard sign with the varieties of
espresso, coffee, and tea hung above them as the espresso
machine steamed and the smell of fresh baked pastries wafted
from the kitchen in back. The coffee shop could have been in
any liberal area, though it reminded me most of my regular
neighborhood spot in Berkeley. About halfway through my wait,
a young black man in a slim-fitting gray flannel suit with a white
pocket square tugged on my bag, a rectangular, hunter green
backpack made of thick felt.
“Cool lookin’ backpack,” he said, smiling from behind his
horn rimmed glasses. “You get it around here?”
“Nope,” I answered, “internet!”
“Figures,” he chuckled. He turned to the barista behind the
counter, a smiling porcelain-faced woman with two nose rings in
one nostril and a bat tattoo on her forearm.
“Hey there, what can I get ya?” the barista asked, while her
coworker continued to make my iced latte.
“What’s good for lunch today? Any good stuff on the vegan
menu?” the man asked, casually leaning up against the glass case
full of baked goods.
“Well, today we have our hummus wrap made with our
house-made rosemary hummus, which is super yummy, and of
course you can take the protein out of any of our salads—I like
the orzo salad with lime dressing. But I have a feeling you’re
going to go for the—”
“Hummus wrap! You got me,” the man smiled back.
I shuffled to the front of the line, paid for my iced latte
on the newest version of the SquareStand register, and took a
seat on a wicker chair by the front door. The street outside was
relatively crowded: businessmen shuffled in their shirtsleeves
past Taylor Books across the street; groups of people ate on the
patio in front of the sushi place Ichiban; occasionally a leggingsclad jogger wearing AirPods bounced by. Directly outside of the
coffee shop was a large freestanding metal clock, the kind you
see on Main Street at Disneyland.
Down the street, past the Oddbird Gift Emporium and
The Copper Pint tavern, on the bank of the murky Kanawha

River, stood a slim brick tower. Completed in 1911, the 14-story
structure had “Union Building” stenciled in gilded letters on a
glass semicircular window above the front doors. The building
served the needs of the 20,000 currently active members, 50,000
dependents, and 40,000 pensions of the United Mine Workers of
America. Though the numbers aren’t what they used to be, coal
mining still employs a huge number of people in the area, so it
makes perfect sense for their headquarters to be located in the
heart of West Virginia’s state capital.
A few blocks away is the beautiful St. John’s Episcopal
Church, a late gothic revival style building built in 1884. From
the side of one of Charleston’s oldest buildings flew a large
LGBTQ pride flag. The church is the meeting place for the
Charleston Pride organization, the sole group in town that
handles the relatively standard issues facing Charleston’s queer
community: homelessness, substance and domestic abuse, and
access to healthcare. For the past eight years, the organization
had also put together the Charleston Pride Festival, which
started in 2010 as a single-day event involving a parade and a
drag show, and has since expanded to a weeklong celebration,
with different events all over town.
“We figure out how to make it work kinda piecemeal,”
Bill told me while sitting at the bar of Broadway, Charleston’s
longest operating gay bar. “We work with certain hospitals and
certain shelters, the ones we know we can, and try to make sure
everyone has a place to sleep, some food to eat, and hopefully
gets to see a doctor if they need to.” Bill was an older, rotund
man, sitting alone at the bar when I walked in. When he saw
me scanning the bar for a place to sit he beckoned me over to
what, based on the way his newspaper spread out in front of
him, seemed to be his regular corner. He asked where I was
from and offered me a drink. It’s an interaction that in other
circumstances likely would have made me uncomfortable,
but the gesture was one of genuine hospitality. That brand
of kindness, rather than the “oh, bless your heart” phoniness
of some places I’d been in the South, was a quality I hadn’t
expected to find in West Virginia.
Broadway was one of two thriving gay bars in Charleston.
The crowd, often a mix of LGBTQ and straight people, mostly
comes to see the drag shows put on twice weekly by the resident
drag queen in charge, Alexis Karmichael. Alexis and her drag
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daughter Jazmine emcee with Lucy and Ethel-type banter,
though unlike the Ricardos and the Mertzes, theirs is generally
focused on the unwholesome standbys of drag show hosting:
giving the audience the finger, dick jokes, slut jokes, race jokes,
and ugly jokes. While the crowd and the other drag performers
are almost all white, both Alexis and Jazmine are people of
color—Alexis is black, and Jazmine is Latinx.
“That means I can say whatever the fuck I want,” Jazmine
said, in a voice reminiscent of both Dolly Parton and Joan
Rivers. “Let ‘em get mad, they can leave!” she scoffed as she took
a dramatic drag from her cigarette. “I’ve been doing this shit
almost 20 years, sweetie, if I wasn’t funny people woulda stopped
coming a long time ago. These oversensitive idiots can eat shit.”
Jazmine’s outfit that night, an expertly coiffured blond wig, large
rhinestone earrings that dangled past her shoulders, and a regal
sequined gown, made the crassness of her proclamations all the
more hilarious.
Her
irreverence was
a common trait
among drag
queens I’d met,
but Jazmine’s
was born from a
different place.
Hers is the kind
I suspect can
only develop for
a well-known,
minority drag
queen in the
capital city of
a state where
every single
county voted
heavily for
Trump. I’d heard
queer people
in big cities
complain that,
though the huge
popularity of
RuPaul’s Drag
Race had oversaturated media
with drag, the
show’s influence
on society-atlarge had not
yet reached
up into the
Appalachians.
“We’ve had
plenty of shit
done to the bar,”
Jazmine told
me. “Dumbasses
with their trucks
driving by,
throwing shit at
us, calling us names. Last time that happened I ran after those
motherfuckers screamin’, threw my beer bottle and everything.
Never saw them again.”
For all of Jazmine’s stories of warding off “those inbreds
from the country,” as she delicately put it, I did not encounter
any homophobia. As Alexis told me, while we sat on the back
patio of the bar enjoying vodka sodas, “People here are way
more racist than homophobic. Everyone loves those Will &
Grace re-runs, but let me ask you this: How many black people
you see on that show?” It was not the first time that racism
being paramount to all other forms of bigotry was brought up
along the trip, though unlike in Mobile, Alabama, where the
Confederate flags flying everywhere gave me a good idea of what
to expect, I hadn’t seen anything like that in Charleston. In fact,
I hadn’t seen as much as a Confederate flag bumper sticker on
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my entire drive throughout the state. The same goes for Trump
bumper stickers, lawn signs, or flags.
“Drive thirty minutes off the road—that’ll change real
quick,” Alexis smiled. “But people here in Charleston like
to think we’re cosmopolitan,” she tossed her wig over her
shoulder and smiled a beauty pageant smile. “We’re different
in Charleston—evolved.” Alexis winked at me and headed back
inside to emcee the remainder of the drag show, which had
started to run long. “This is what happens when I let Jazmine
introduce people,” she sighed before downing the rest of her
cocktail and walking, carefully, up the steps in her heels towards
the stage inside.
Every Friday during the summer months the city holds
an event called “Friday Nights on the Levee.” They flush out
the otherwise brown Kanawha River for the occasion, and the
immaculately clean public amphitheater that sits, river-side,
in the shadow
of the Union
Building, fills
up with people
from all over the
county. Some
locals watch the
festivities from
their boats on
the river, but
most mill about
the long rows of
food trucks and
local vendors
of Appalachian
glass art and
handmade
jewelry. On the
night I attended,
the main act was
a three-piece
funk group
who had been
flown in from
Philadelphia.
Up until then I
had mostly seen
white people,
but the crowd
here was far
more diverse. I
recognized a guy
I had seen the
night before at
Broadway, and
waved hello.
“Oh my
god, hi!” he said.
“Isn’t this as
fun as I said?”
He was a white,
blond guy in his
early twenties,
wearing a loudly
printed faux-silk shirt unbuttoned to just above his navel. I told
him it was great, and that I was surprised to see such a diverse
group of people. “Stop being so damn shocked about how nice
it is here!” he told me with a smile. “Just because everyone here
complains about the town doesn’t mean it’s so bad—would
I be here if it was?” Our conversation was interrupted about
every two minutes as people he knew from high school, work,
or church stopped to catch up. He introduced me to all of
them as a “Californian here to do research.” Without exception,
they wished me luck, and told me to come back soon. “We
could use more young people like you here!” a woman who
had been his teacher told me. I lamented the apparent lack of
job opportunities and she brushed it off. “Join this guy at the
Outback and you’ll make enough to rent a whole damn house.” I
did the math, and she was right.

DOUBT YOUR DOUBTS, BROTHER
Dogma vs. the digital era
Written by Gideon Smith

A clean-shaven young man, no older than eighteen, gets up
from the pew where he’s been sitting between his parents and
younger siblings. He makes his way to the aisle that divides the
chapel’s pews in half. He walks reverently, his arms folded, and
carefully walks up the few steps to the dais where the bishop, the
bishop’s assistants, the chorister, and a few other clergymen sit
facing the rest of the congregants.
The bishop gives his nod of approval to the young man,
who walks up the podium. Everyone in the pews below looks
up at him with warm smiles. “Brothers and Sisters, it’s nice to
be here this Sunday.
I’m thankful for the
opportunity to speak.
I’m thankful for my
many blessings, I love
my family and I love
the gospel of Jesus
Christ. I want to bear
my testimony of the
truthfulness of the
gospel. I know that
Jesus Christ died on
the cross for our sins,
I know that God has a
plan for us all.”
The young
man’s parents are
still seated in the pew
below, surrounded
by hundreds of other
faithful saints. They’re
proud of their son.
He continues, “I know
that Joseph Smith
was a prophet, I know
that when he was only
fourteen-years-old
he was visited by the
angel Moroni. I know
that he translated
the ancient golden
plates into the Book
of Mormon. I know
that he was unjustly
murdered by an
angry mob that was
determined to stop
the work of God. I
know that the Book
of Mormon is true. I know that it is the word of God, and that
if you read it for yourself, you too, will gain a testimony of its
truthfulness. I say these things in the name of Jesus Christ,
amen.”
He walks back down from the dais, past many pews with
many other churchgoers, and sits back down with his family.
During the next hour, a handful of other individuals will walk up
to the podium, nudged by the Holy Spirit, to speak sincerely and
unscripted about the joy and comfort that their religion brings
them. And nearly everyone will bookend their homily with a
declaration of the objective truth of the Joseph Smith narrative.
For nearly two centuries, the Mormon Church (officially
known as The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints) has
maintained a tight grip on the legacy of its prophet and founder.
Who was Joseph Smith? Fifty years ago, the average non-Mormon
American would probably have responded, “I don’t know,” or
“That Mormon prophet, right? The man who had all those wives?”
Churchgoing Mormons, fifty years ago or in 2009, would likely
respond, “The prophet, seer, and revelator. God’s chosen prophet,
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the man who restored the gospel in all its glory.” But 2019 looks
very different than 2009. In the past decade, so much has changed
in America, culturally and technologically, that a growing number
of Mormons are having to confront difficult facts about the
prophet they once saw as virtually infallible.
Mormons are often seen as—and describe themselves
as—a peculiar people. Yes, observant Mormons wear special
undergarments imbued with religious meaning. Yes, Mormons
abstain from alcohol, tea, and coffee. Yes, Mormons baptize
each other on behalf of those who have already died. But to
scrutinize Mormons’
doctrinal or cultural
peculiarities would
be unimportant;
many faith systems
across the globe
require the faithful
to adhere to
eccentric rules and
live strict lifestyles.
Mormons have
been wearing their
beliefs on their
sleeves and earnestly
proclaiming their
convictions since
the mid-1800s. But
it’s their shared
convictions about
Joseph Smith
that are most
fascinating—
especially in the
Information Age.
For years, the
Mormon Church has
helped its adherents
fortify their belief in,
and admiration for,
the Joseph Smith
narrative. Mormons
didn’t just believe.
Mormons knew,
beyond a shadow of
a doubt, that God
the Father visited
Joseph Smith and
his son Jesus Christ
after he prayed
earnestly to know the truth of the divine. Mormons knew that he
used ancient stones to translate ancient gold plates into what is
now the Book of Mormon. They knew he was a loyal husband to
his wife Emma. They were moved by the story of his martyrdom,
how he went like a lamb to the slaughter.
But Joseph Smith’s legacy is much more complicated today
than it was just a decade ago. It’s been wrested from the Mormon
Church’s PR department, and it’s been laid bare with all of its
imperfections and curiosities on the Internet. Ten years ago,
a doubting Mormon would consult his bishop for guidance:
“Bishop, I’ve heard claims that Joseph Smith used a hat and a
peep stone to translate the Book of Mormon. This concerns me.
Is this true?” Today, any curious Mormon can use an iPhone to
find answers to nearly any question about every aspect of Joseph
Smith’s life, works, and arrest record.
Yes—his arrest record. And that’s not all. In 2019, not only
are the names of Joseph Smith’s numerous wives available
online, but their ages, too. Joseph Smith’s connections with
freemasonry, his treasure-hunting misdeeds, his plagiarism

of both the Bible and other contemporary works of religious
fiction, his secret marriages with nearly forty women without
his wife Emma’s consent, his penchant for young girls, and his
failed prophecies, are carved in digital stone in 2019. Today, the
doubting Mormon who’s been troubled lately by claims about
Joseph Smith’s polygamous misadventures has realized that his
well-meaning bishop likely isn’t even aware of such claims. The
various Wikipedia articles with legitimate, verifiable, and impartial
citations apparently have the answers that the bishops do not.
And the effects of the Internet, of the widespread accessibility of
information, are shaking the cultural and doctrinal foundations of
the Mormon Church.
A decade ago, there simply wasn’t any serious momentum
against the Mormon Church. Most criticism and concern came
from the Evangelical Christian community, having little impact
on TBM’s (True Believing Mormons). But today, there is serious
momentum, coming not from the outside, but rather within. On
the Internet, ex-Mormons are mobilizing via discussion boards,
Reddit, and YouTube comment sections. They’re putting pressure
on Church HQ to address long-standing issues. Although exMormons aren’t unified in their goals, their collective bangingon-the doors-and-windows has brought about serious change.
Within the last decade, in an effort to stem the tide of
growing dissatisfaction, the Mormon Church has essentially kickstarted its own reformation. Mormons unhappy with the temple
ceremony? It’s been altered. An increasing amount of young
missionaries suffocated by strict lifestyle rules? They’ve been
relaxed. Many concerned over child welfare and privacy? New
policies have been put in place to protect children.
Mormon membership numbers aren’t what they were in
the past. Despite their massive voluntary missionary program,
constantly hunting new recruits in often-impoverished
communities in Latin America, the Mormon Church simply isn’t

seeing the kinds of conversion rates it did only a generation
ago. Disaffection is growing at such a rate that, during the few
last semi-annual worldwide gatherings (which are televised for
Mormon communities across the globe), the messages of the
sermons have been conspicuously and uncharacteristically direct:
“Doubt your doubts before you doubt your faith,” and, “Stay in
the boat.”
Perhaps most unprecedented of all (and what many exMormons consider to be a last-ditch effort on the part of the
Church) is the series of ‘Gospel Topics Essays’ that the official
Mormon website has quietly published. These essays attempt to
address a handful of difficult subjects relating to Joseph Smith
and other historical issues. The pieces aren’t featured on the main
page of the church’s website—in fact, they’re not easy to locate.
It’s almost as if they’ve been purposely buried under countless
other faith-promoting pages. If faithful-but-doubtful Mormons
look to the church’s official website for honest answers to difficult
questions, it’s unlikely they’ll find what they’re looking for.
The essays are damning. Each one, at the very least, lends
weight to—if not outright affirms—the criticisms and accusations
that have been hurled against Joseph Smith since he was alive.
What form will the Mormon Church take ten years from
now? It’s hard to say, but unless the Internet vanishes overnight,
it’s likely that the Mormon retention rates will continue to
diminish, conversion rates will continue to decline, and HQ will
continue to keep those who remain, faithful.
When the internet rears its head and pushes inconvenient
or faith-shattering information directly into the laps of Mormons
who are unwilling, and too terrified, to critically examine their
prophet’s biography, they can always find comfort in the words
of Elder Neil L. Andersen, a prominent member of the Mormon
Quorum of the Twelve Apostles who in 2015 urged faithful
Mormons to, “give Brother Joseph a break!”

eyes pointed in my direction. I suppose he saw the picture I
snapped with the Presidential portrait of should-be-first-lady,
William J. Clinton, just moments earlier.
Across the way is Secretary of Education, Betsy DeVos,
leaning on a cane. I thought she didn’t agree with assistance for
the less fortunate, but there she was, bearing down on the cane
like the weight of college tuition with insane interest rates on
the poor and middle class. She, like Brett Kavanaugh, also gave
me a dirty glare. It’s like they knew I wasn’t one of them. Either
they could sense the Hillary vote on me, knew I was there as half
of a gay couple, or saw the discounted H&M suit I was wearing,
and deduced that I wasn’t a member of the American élite.
As the event progresses, the group begins to move from
drinks to the food. After reading news of the fast food debacle
suffered by the Clemson football team, I half expected a spread
of McDonald’s burgers and Shamrock Shakes. However, the
elongated table was stacked high with an assortment of salmon
and perfectly cooked lamb cutlets in a crisp and tantalizing
mint sauce; a full array of sides, including but not limited to
a delicious corndog-tater-tot-hybrid, and an assortment of
desserts. After engorging myself on the cornucopia of delicious
treats, the crowd gathers in the conference room to see Trump
and the Irish leader speak.
In a tradition that started when the Irish ambassador sent
President Truman a box a shamrocks in 1952, this exchange
has now become an annual occasion between the Irish Prime
Minister, known as the Taoiseach, and the U.S President. Of
course, with the leader of Ireland, Leo Varadkar, being an openly
gay man participating in a celebration of a country that heavily
immigrated to the US, Trump is giving a speech at an event

WHITE HOUSE, RAINBOW FLAG
In the viper’s nest
Written by Nate Harris

Behind the bulletproof glass and atop the marble floors
of the White House interior, a select group of guests begins to
gather in anticipation of the President’s speech. The room fills
with people as the early arrivers start to relax, glasses of Dutch
courage planted firmly in hand. There is a palpable excitement
in the air, an electricity that circuits through this most hallowed
home.
I breathe and take in my surroundings. Suddenly, I’m
engulfed by a group of government officials who actively oppose
everything I stand for; equality for everyone regardless of sexual
orientation or gender identify, a belief in climate change and the
responsibility of government to address it, and the belief that
healthcare is a right and not a privilege, I realize that I could use
a little extra courage myself. A helpful bartender ensures that my
champagne flute doesn’t dip lower than halfway, a grace whose
value I cannot overstate. A moment of reflection ensues as I
meander through the hallway, while the portraits of former
Presidents watch intently.
What am I doing here? How did I end up in the White
House?
My road to the White House didn’t begin in D.C. In fact,
my journey to the apex of American power was as unexpectedly
queer and colorful as the last couple years of my life—the White
House a pot of gold at the end of a long and winding rainbow
road.
Just over two-and-a-half years ago, at the age of 25, I began
to come out of the closet in the very conservative state of South
Carolina. I had witnessed the nation’s first black president and
gleefully believed that the country would soon be arriving to a
new pinnacle of progressivism, on the (high)heels of electing
our first female President. America was finally progressive
enough to accept me for who I was, and so it was time to accept
myself and have the awkward-yet-apparently-necessary “Guess
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what, I’m gay,” conversation with those closest to me.
And just then, as I began to painfully explain to friends
and family who I prefer to have sex with, the unthinkable
happened. Donald J. Trump was elected President of the United
States.
Oh. Shit.
The world began to spin backwards. Hate crimes rose
exponentially within days, the alt-right, emboldened by
Trump’s victory, believed that, finally, they would have “their
guy” on Pennsylvania Avenue. I wanted to run back into the
closet and shut the doors behind me, leaving this bedroom I
no longer recognized—a room where American progressivism
was shattered, and the glass ceiling was still intact—to its own
insidious devices. For the first time since embarking on my
coming out journey, I felt truly different, outside the acceptable
bounds of society. The progress we had achieved as a country
was gone. The bullies were coming out of the shadows, and the
President was going to hold those same beliefs.
Ironically, the same queerness that made me want to hide,
made me want to rebuke myself and deny my nature, was the
key to my invitation at the White House.
As a gay man in a relationship with an Irish immigrant, my
partner and I were generously invited to the White House for
the St. Paddy’s Day celebration by the Irish delegation. We had
our own reservations about visiting the Trump administration
HQ, but decided to accept. I mean, how often is one invited
to an event at the house where many of the world’s most
consequential decisions have been made? So, I put on my
invisible armor over my linen suit and made my way to the drink
line for more aforementioned Dutch courage.
At the front of the line is self-proclaimed beer lover and
Supreme Court Justice, Brett Kavanaugh. We briefly make eye
contact before I quickly attempt to avert the path of his scowling
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in celebration of two things his politics directly oppose: the
LGBTQ+ community, and immigration.
As the loser of the popular vote approaches the podium,
the teleprompter rolls. Trump begins to talk about the great
relationship between the US and Ireland. Then, getting offtopic, switches gears to talking about how much Mexico loves
him. The teleprompter to my left stops. Confused by the
apparently random tangent the President has begun, I notice
that Mexico isn’t mentioned in the words rolling through the
teleprompter screen—the talented teleprompter operator
anticipated Trump’s improvisations. He then talks about the
Irish leader, which did seem to be part of Trump’s written
speech, as the teleprompter rolls again. The President goes off
on another tangent. The teleprompter stops. This goes on for a
while. The real loser of the night was the guy who operates that
thing.
A well-dressed yet ill-prepared Melania stands by Trump’s
side. She looks as uncomfortable and misplaced in person as
she appears on screen. Pence, next to the Irish Prime Minister
and his handsome partner, tries to pray the gay away (I would
imagine). Brett Kavanaugh is still drinking beer, and Betsy is
no longer in sight. I suppose she’s off somewhere picking the
pockets of the 20-somethings she thinks looks the “most-poor.”
As the crowd stares at the man in the position formerly
synonymous with poise and leadership, many are less-thancaptivated by Trump’s remarks. The words of the Irish leader,
however, make an impact. He speaks on acceptance, makes
remarks on immigration, and states what makes America great:
the people who have left everything behind to come here and
forge a new life.
Exclusion causes fear, hatred and a dangerous climate of
tyranny. When we don’t preach inclusion and don’t amplify
marginalized voices, tremendous consequences occur. My
parents are very accepting people. I was never really scared of
coming out to them, but I knew that once I told them about
my sexuality, I’d have to navigate endless vulnerabilities out
in the big, intolerant world, everyday. I feared that if the
world knew I was gay, the idea of the perfect life, the whitepicket-fence archetype that we are all brought up to yearn
for, would be destroyed in a flaming blaze of my own desires.
One little characteristic, such as gender identity, sexuality, or
race, can dismantle your entire livelihood.
South Carolina is a right-to-work state, and although my
previous company was more than supportive (they literally
approved a seven-day PTO request with minimum notice so
I could, “readjust”) others are not so lucky. When you have
to think of the repercussions you may face in the workplace
for being different; when you hear about people just like
yourself being attacked outside of bars, just for being who
they are; when there are lawsuits of those who have been
denied a service or good based on their identity, you realize,
just how much inclusion matters.
The event at the White House was much more than a
good story—it was an eye-opening experience. Of course, the
LGBTQ+ community isn’t the only marginalized group in
society. The Irish were given hell when they immigrated to
the US, placed at the bottom of the American societal totem
pole, stereotyped, barred from establishments and called
names. And today, we’re at the White House celebrating
them.
Acceptance is a terrifying concept. When something
is foreign or different, our first instinct is to run. It takes
strength and a real sense of self to be able to look past the
“fight-or-flight” mechanism in our brains and realize how
similar we all are despite our differences. My fear of not
being accepted by others took a back seat to not being able
to accept myself. Without that leap of faith, that reckoning
with truth, my life would be much duller.
Since being out, I have gotten the chance to meet
incredible people, travel to places I never dreamt of going,
and chase my dreams. Once you drop the veil of what life
is supposed to be, and live out who you are supposed to be,
the world is yours. True self-acceptance erases the desire to
be accepted by others. At the end of the day, I’ll trade in the
white-picket-fence for the White House, every time.

EXCERPT:
Taken from Why You Like It: The Science and Culture of Musical Taste by Nolan Gasser,
out via Flatiron Books April 30, 2019
Whatever term you prefer (“subculture,” “community,”
“neo-tribe,” “scene,” “world,” etc.) the intraculture to which you
belong provides an invaluable service to your musical taste, and
to your lifestyle--one you’d miss out on otherwise. If you’re an
Italian-American, for example, you can take proud ownership
of the rich body of Neapolitan songs rendered by Perry Como,
Tony Bennett, and Mario Lanza; as an activist in the feminist
movement, you’ll be invited to sing loudly to anthems by No
Doubt (“I’m Just a Girl,”) Katy Perry (“Roar”), Queen Latifah
(“U.N.I.T.Y.”), and Aretha Franklin (“Respect”); as a junkie of
urban “fitness culture,” you’ll be encouraged to embrace Mark
Ronson featuring Bruno Mars’ “Uptown Funk,” Van Halen’s
“Jump,” or Beyoncé’s “Get Me Bodied.”
On a broader level, if you’re a committed subscriber to
the mainstream, you’ll get your musical ticket punched on a
near daily basis via the dominant media- and financescapes
all around you. You’ll likewise find ritual validation through
recurring events like the Grammy Awards, Super Bowl halftime
shows, and stadium world tours of marquee artists. If, by
contrast, you eschew the mainstream in favor of more esoteric
or rarified intracultures, you may be less saturated with daily
options, but you’ll be amply rewarded in other ways: hearing
expert or “legit” performers rendering certified and fresh “gems”
in lavish venues like symphony halls, opera houses, Broadway
theaters, dimly lit jazz or dance clubs, and hidden bars—all
while hobnobbing with similarly esoteric or rarified comembers. Of course, the actual benefits you receive will depend
on the nuanced details of the intraculture in question—both in
terms of their “audible entanglements” (in ethnomusicologist
Jocelyne Guilbault’s clever phrase) and the lifestyle dimensions
they support.
Not long ago, for example, I enjoyed an evening in my
capacity as a card-carrying, if hypercritical, member of the wider
“classic rock” music intraculture. It was during a trip visiting my
mom in La Mirada, when my immediate family ventured out for
dinner on a Saturday night. As we drove down Beach Boulevard
in nearby Buena Park, my wife, Lynn, spotted a colorful guitarshaped sign up the road: Rock & Brews! A pathway lined with
classic rock album discs—Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon,
Led Zeppelin IV, etc.—gave way to the ambiance of an Aerosmith
concert as we entered the rock-themed restaurant. The place
was packed with middle-aged white folks and their kids, with
a contingent of black-leathered twenty-somethings playing
a version of Tinder Live at the adjacent bar. Strewn upon
the walls and ceilings was a canopy of rock flags and posters
representing all the big icons: the Beatles, the Stones, the Who,
Rush, Queen, the Police, David Bowie, U2, the Grateful Dead,
Kiss, Blondie, you name it. A half a dozen video screens and
surround-sound speakers blared classic rock videos as diners
like us scarfed down high-end pub food—artisan cheeseburgers
with Angus beef, microbrew IPAs, and the like.
Rock & Brews thus provided my fellow “classic rockers” and
me with a musical and lifestyle experience expressly catered to
our intraculture—aesthetically defined by this specific musical
preference, and dominated by a handful of “structural” markers:
white, affluent, twenty to sixty years old, family-friendly, etc.
While no one likely enjoyed every song that played over the
course of dinner we were all unified in our musical appreciation
for the overall experience it offered: a culinary-based ritual of a
classic rock collectivity. Those inspired to repeat the experience
now have eighteen other Rock & Brews locations in the US and
Mexico to choose from—not to mention hundreds of similarly
themed Hard Rock Cafes around the world. My only slight
chagrin came in learning that Rock & Brews was cofounded in
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2010 by Gene Simmons and Paul Stanley—the two frontmen of
Kiss! Score one for Mitch.
Intracultures, musical and otherwise, are by definition
communal. They come into being, in theory at least, whenever
two or more people hold an identity—heritage, faith, gender,
cause, affinity, etc.—to which they collectively claim ownership.
As such, intracultures offer members the perks and trappings of
this mutual ownership, and the experiences and lifestyles they
yield.
One intriguing manifestation of this group identity is the
phenomenon of the “superfan.” Examples abound, especially for
the modern—day pop and rock intracultures: Grateful Dead’s
“Deadheads,” Kiss’ “Kiss Army,” Jimmy Buffett’s “Parrotheads,”
Aerosmith’s “Blue Army,” Barry Manilow’s “Fanilows,” Justin
Bieber’s “True Beliebers,” Beyonce’s “Beyhive,” Lady Gaga’s
“Little Monsters,” Katy Perry’s “KatyCats,” Clay Aiken’s
“Claymates,” and Taylor Swift’s “Swifties”—to name just a
few. These are the most passionate consumers and advocates
of individual bands and artists—those “fan armies” who are
increasingly recognized as a prime source of revenue by the
music industry: they attend more concerts, consume more
music, and buy more merchandise than an average “fan,” as
much as twelve times more. Their dedication (and dollars) gives
them access to more immersive and intense experiences—such
as prerelease gifts or events, exclusive social media access, etc.
But It also gives them solidarity with like-minded souls who
share an intense passion for the music as well as its surrounding
“lifestyle.”
Recently, my wife, Lynn, and I got to participate in a
“superfan” intracultural experience, when we saw the Rolling
Stones at the brand-new U Arena in Paris. Thanks to my friend
Tim Ries, the band’s tenor saxophonist since 2003, we were
able to enjoy a preconcert gathering in the “VIP Lounge” and
then see the terrific three-hour concert from “the pit,” right
next to the stage and adjoining catwalk. But perhaps even more
memorable was the time we spent before, during, and after the
concert with a small group of Rolling Stones “superfans” (I call
them “Rollingistas,” but no official name exists). These were
folks in their forties to sixties who had each seen dozens, if not
hundreds of Stones concerts—including most others on this
same tour. They knew where to stand, special song highlights,
the set list, and—critically it turned out—when exactly to leave
so as to avoid the mass crowd exodus.
More profoundly, though, they shared something intangible:
a collective affinity for the Rolling Stones and the ethos,
aesthetic, and history the band has built up over its incredible
fifty-six-year career. Our dozen mini-intraculture attendees that
night hailed from six countries across three continents, from
varying socioeconomic status, both genders, and undoubtedly
a wide array of careers, education levels, and other affinities
musical and otherwise. However, as they (and we) shared the
concert, and then drinks afterwards until 3 a.m., they were one
body: sharing insiders’ stories of Stones shows in ’67 or ’75 or a
week earlier in Stockholm, as well as any number of personality
traits and/or life perspectives that unified them in ways no one
could articulate. This was their musical intraculture, and they
were damn proud of it.
And yet, as Lahire, Bennett, and others have underscored,
critical to intracultures as well are the specific benefits and
opportunities they grant to individuals—apart from their shared
aesthetics and practices with other members. For membership
also subsumes more personal influences: on behavior, growth,
and identity—becoming a “scaffolding for self-construction,”
as music sociologist Tia DeNora put it. Paradoxically, that is,

despite its communal identity, a musical intraculture can enable
quite profound opportunities for individuation.
Most obvious are the external influences offered: dress,
hairstyle, modes of speech, social behavior, etc. This is
especially apparent with the more “extraordinary” of the music
intracultures—heavy metal, punk, grunge, etc.—where fashion
becomes a uniform. Active members of heavy-metal-based
intracultures, for example, show up to concerts and festivals
adhering to a strict dress code: black leather, combat boots,
spikes, studded belts, jewelry, piercings, tattoos, spiked hair,
garish makeup, etc.—appropriating “signs and commodities as a
sort of semiotic guerrilla warfare,” in cultural sociologist Cotton
Seiler’s words. In this way, the intraculture creates a status
leveling among members, where distinctions of social class
and education are obliterated in favor of fashion homogeny—
an irony considering the generally rebellious stance of the
intraculture. In other cases, as in hip hop, external influence
is more varied and ever changing—baggy pants giving way to
tight-fitting jeans, gold jewelry giving way wooden beads—with
influence stemming directly from intracultural leaders: topselling rappers, singers, and producers. As “hip hop culture”
gains in broader “capital,” moreover, fashion becomes an everfiner delineator of power and stature (leaders versus followers)
within the intraculture itself.
Interestingly, individual behavior can also be influenced
by how a given music stands in opposition to the identity of an
intraculture. Infamous examples include the use of rap (e.g.,
Eminem), heavy metal (e.g., AC/DC), or children’s songs (e.g.,
the Barney theme) on prisoners at Guantanamo Bay as part of
the CIA’s “no-touch” torture program. Less inflammatory has
been the “weaponizing” of classical music to deter teens from
trespassing and committing crimes, as has been employed in
commercial sites and public squares around the world. While
the music of Mozart may act as a source of pride and edification
for members of a fine arts intraculture, it can be anathema to
intracultures aligned with the more aggressive forms of rock or
urban music. As musicologist Lily Hirsch notes, “Classical music
is successful not in elevating or rehabilitating hooligans, but in
chasing them away.” This suggests how music can function not
only positively to build solidarity among intraculture members,
but also negatively to delimit their behavior and social space.
While not as readily discernible as spiked hair or tattoos,
our membership in intracultures can yield palpable effects
on our internal life as well—on our thinking, attitudes, and
self-perceptions. This was the case, for example, with the
British working-class youth in the 1960s (mods, skinheads),
who employed their intraculture to help offset feelings of
socioeconomic alienation and marginalization.
This technique no doubt continues today within
contemporary rock-, EDM, and hip hop—based intracultures.
One subtle example is the use of sampling in hip hop: according
to ethnomusicologist Peter Manuel, rap artists can sample
snippets of existing music or speech in part to “negate,” the
oppressions of their social reality. For example, in the track
“News Break,” rapper Redman sampled and manipulated news
feeds of the 119 LA riots—not, in Manuel’s view, to trivialize the
event, but “to comment on the artificiality of bourgeois media
discourse and contrast it with the rage and desperation of black
street culture.” Through this slice of hip hop intraculture, in
other words, Redman and his fans could confront their internal
frustrations and anxieties in an aesthetic manner not possible
otherwise.
Of course, the inner-life effects of membership extend well
beyond class-based issues. In a 2016 study, for example, Emre

Ulusoy extensively interviewed fifteen members of what he calls
“Dionysian music subcultures”—based around “ecstatic” rock
genres like heavy metal, hardcore, death metal, grunge, punk,
post-punk, etc. His goal was to detail the experiences of active
consumers within these intracultures in order to identify the
key values that membership afforded them. The culminating
experience, according to Ulusoy, is an opportunity to realize
one’s “extraordinary self”: through Dionysian intracultures,
members are able to (1) carry out social resistance without
confrontation (through dress or dancing), (2) escape from
feelings of isolation and alienation, and (3) feel safe despite
violent physical contact (thrashing around a heavy metal “mosh
pit,” for example) by virtue of well-defined codes of conduct. As
one of Ulusoy’s interviewees put it, “moshing” is far better than
mixing it up “with some complete stranger on a shooting spree.”
To be sure, music is not the only impactful force within
Dionysian intracultures., but it is clearly a catalytic one. Further,
it is not only “ecstatic” music intracultures that yield inner-life
effects on its members, but refined, traditional, and “mellow”
ones as well. Among the many inner-life benefits one can
imagine stemming from membership in musical intracultures
include a heightened sense of purpose, greater connectedness
to the world and to others, personal growth and edification, and
increased self-confidence. Hopefully, future studies will grant
a more specific notion of how distinct intracultures become
distinct “scaffolds for self-construction.”
One final benefit of intracultural membership is here
worth noting: the ability to grant us as individuals a better
understanding of our place within the broader superculture.
Every intraculture forges some kind of relationship with the
“mother” culture or mainstream. It may be complementary—
supporting the subculture’s general flow and evolution; or its
very essence may be one of opposition and rebellion to the
mainstream. Indeed, Ulusoy’s very use of the term “Dionysisan”
refers to the classic dichotomy of the Greek gods Dionysus and
Apollo: Dionysus, the god of wine, theater, and religious ecstasy,
representing passion, irrationality, unpredictability, and chaos
stands in contrast to Apollo, the god of the sun, truth, music,
representing order, reason, logic, and comfort. In most cases, of
course, the intraculture-mainstream interrelationship is both
complementary and oppositional at any given moment, not to
mention over time. For one, most intracultures would be entirely
unknown were they not to some degree acknowledged, if not
feted, by the broader superculture.
As members of intracultures, we thus weave in and out of
our superculture like threads through a tapestry—matching
colors here, contrasting them there. Between our lives at
home, work, play, and purpose, we move frequently from one
intraculture to another, as between our intracultures and the
mainstream and back again. The composite gives us a sense of
our overall sociocultural identity, with clues to where we fit in,
how well, with whom, and how we might maintain or improve
our standing. Not uncommonly, the interrelation is complex
and paradoxical—as when a huge mainstream star like Beyoncé
presents an extravagant performance at the 2017 Grammy
Awards that in fact was largely targeted at an intraculture
centered on African-American women. The Grammy for 2017
Album of the Year did not go to Beyoncé’s highly successful
album Lemonade (No. 1 on Billboard Top 200) but to Adele’s 25.
As Myles Johnson wrote in a New York Times op-ed: “Perhaps
[Beyoncé] knew the win was in the fact that when all eyes were
on her; she didn’t decide to make herself more palatable to
white viewers. Instead, she let her imagination ever her goals,
her child and her community.”
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